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intelligence analysts, financial analysts, and others who need to
learn about topics through in-depth reading. Considered broadly,
the tasks of in-depth reading include articulating a topic or
information need, deciding what documents to put on a reading
list, acquiring these documents in readable form, viewing the
documents, adding marks and annotations to them, deciding
which documents to read in what order, tracking which
documents have been read and which are still to be read,
expanding the list of documents on the reading list, and iterating,
until the reader has gained a desired level of understanding. This
cycle of reading sub-tasks is illustrated in Figure 1.

ABSTRACT
Software tools, including Web browsers, e-books, electronic
document formats, search engines, and digital libraries are
changing the way people read, making it easier for them to find
and view documents. However, while these tools provide
significant help with short-term reading projects involving small
numbers of documents, they provide less help with longer-term
reading projects, in which a topic is to be understood in depth by
reading many documents. For such projects, readers must find
and manage many documents and citations, remember what has
been read, and prioritize what to read next. This paper describes
three integrated software tools that facilitate in-depth reading. A
first tool extracts citation information from documents. A second
finds on-line documents from their citations. The last is a
document corpus browser that uses a zoomable user interface to
show a corpus at multiple granularities while supporting reading
tasks that take days, weeks, or longer. We describe these tools
and the design principles that motivated them.

The large ovals of Figure 1 show a user interacting both with a
collected set of relevant documents and (via search engines, Web
browsers, etc.) with a much larger set of documents that are
available but not yet collected. The inside of the diagram shows
in-depth reading as an iterative sensemaking task, in which the
sub-tasks of searching, acquiring, managing, reading, and
understanding documents occur repeatedly as the user makes
sense of a topic or satisfies an information need.
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Recent software technologies make some tasks of reading faster,
easier, and more comprehensive. Search engines, digital libraries,
and search result visualizations [1][7][9][19][22] make it easier to
determine what documents are available. Web browsers, e-books,
and document formats such as HTML and Adobe’s Portable
Document Format increase the speed at which users can acquire a
document in readable form. Research technologies like XLibris
[13] and commercial technologies like the Tablet PC make it
possible to annotate documents while reading them on-screen.

1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the problem of creating software tools that
aid knowledge workers in long term in-depth reading. The
intended users of our tools include students, researchers, scholars,
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While these tools provide significant help with short-term reading
projects involving small numbers of documents, they fall short of
supporting readers engaged in longer-term reading, in which a
topic is to be understood in-depth by reading many documents.
Some difficulties encountered in dealing with the larger numbers
of documents involved in in-depth reading include:
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1.

Acquiring documents from their citations.

2.

Managing document collections and citations.

3.

Finding important sub-collections of documents.

4.

Choosing documents to read first in a collection.

5.

Tracking which documents have been read.

computers can and should specifically address – general clerical
tasks, the recommendation and retrieval of related material, the
managing of collected documents, and the moving of attention
back and forth among the collected documents as they are read.
While technologies such as CiteSeer help tremendously with some
of these tasks, integrated support for the whole activity is missing.
Our work attempts to provide such integrated support, and does so
largely by automating and improving upon the manual practice
that has emerged around using the Web for in-depth reading.

Many existing systems address these problems individually.
However, we believe that a substantially better in-depth reading
experience can be achieved by combining solutions to the entire
set of problems. In this paper we describe a system, Instant
Bookplex, that addresses this set of problems. The term bookplex
was coined by Stuart Card and is described in a paper by
Woodruff [24]. A bookplex is intended to suggest a book or
article taken together with the content of all of the documents to
which it refers out to one or more generations. The user of Instant
Bookplex chooses one or more documents that are likely to be
central to the topic of interest, or seed documents, and places them
in a personal digital library known as UPLib [11]. By interacting
with UPLib and other tools, the user adds additional documents to
the library, including documents cited by the seed documents or
cited by other documents in the library. At any time, the user can
examine the contents of the library in a zoomable browser that
displays information at different levels of granularity, from the
entire corpus, through sub-collections of documents, to pages of
individual documents. Colors, shapes, images, and text are used
to show important document properties in ways appropriate to
each level of zoom. The resulting system helps the user track the
reading process, even if it takes weeks, months, or longer.

Our system design has also been influenced by studies of people
engaged in multi-document reading tasks. Several studies
[13][16], for instance, reveal the extent to which readers switch
their attention back and forth between multiple documents and
return frequently to documents that have been read previously.
Other systems have addressed the reading task as a whole from a
user's perspective. For example, XLibris, as revised in response
to a study of law students [13], also includes technologies for
supporting reading efforts that require reading multiple
documents, following citations, building up a collection of
documents, and re-finding documents for further reading. Our
system differs in its ability to extract citations automatically (so
that they can be followed even from unpublished or very recently
published articles), and in its use of a zoomable user interface that
combines document navigation, document re-finding, planning
what to read, and reading into a single integrated user interface.
Many technologies have been proposed for effectively reading
single works, including e-Book systems and electronic document
formats with their associated viewers. Our system differs from
these in its support for multiple-document reading projects. These
projects take place over a longer period of time and require tools
for browsing and managing collected documents as well as an
integrated means for finding and retrieving documents, including
tools for following the links in a citation graph.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we describe
related work. Next, we describe the design desiderata that
motivated our in-depth reading tools. Third, we describe two
tools that help a reader collect documents on a topic, by
automating some of the work of following citations. Fourth, we
describe a third tool, a zoomable user interface (ZUI) [18]
browser that helps the user become familiar with the documents in
a bookplex. Fifth, we describe our implementation of all three
tools. Sixth, we discuss some of the consequences of our design.
Finally, we present our conclusions and plans for future work.

We now consider some of the most relevant prior work that
addresses related sub-tasks of in-depth reading. In the finding and
retrieving of specific documents related to a given one, the
standard Web search engines and CiteSeer stand out. Indeed,
some of the sub-problems addressed in our system, such as the
identification and parsing of bibliographic entries, have also been
addressed within CiteSeer. While in some ways our tools for
extracting citations and finding online copies of the documents
cited duplicates CiteSeer functionality, we achieved several goals
by producing our own implementation: We can extract citations
from unpublished papers. We can find papers in fields and
formats not indexed by CiteSeer. We can find papers available to
us via subscription (e.g. from the ACM Digital Library) that
CiteSeer cannot provide. Our system works even when CiteSeer
is down or overloaded. Finally, our interactive approach allows
us to supply correct citations or high-quality versions of
documents, even when automatic tools fail to do so.

2. RELATED WORK
We consider related work, both for in-depth reading as a whole
and for specific sub-topics of support for in-depth reading,
including document retrieval, citation-following, bibliography
creation, document management, organizing documents, reading
recommendations, and tracking reading.
We first consider support for in-depth reading as a whole. As we
conceive of it here, in-depth reading involves reading from
multiple sources, where the multiple sources are typically
obtained by beginning with one or a few documents known to be
highly relevant to a knowledge need, then growing a set of related
documents from these. One current de-facto standard system that
supports this activity in the electronic realm is the World Wide
Web, accessed through a browser, and considered here as
comprising its search engines, accessible on-line journals and
publishers' portals, authors' homepages, and notably and
importantly, the CiteSeer [7] system. Current practice around
using the Web for in-depth reading is labor-intensive in ways that

Previously-reported systems suggest other successful ways of
gathering documents on a given topic. For example, Han et al [9]
describe a multi-agent rule-based graph-search approach. The
SenseMaker system [1] demonstrates an iterative, interactive
approach in which the user can refine or expand a query
repeatedly, and save sub-collections called “bundles” for later
reading. These approaches are complementary to ours and could
be used as alternate ways to add documents to our repository.
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Existing tools for bibliography creation also have functionality
that can be used to support document finding. For example,
EndNote [23] can display a collection of citations, sort them along
metadata axes, and gather more citations from online databases.
By contrast, our system integrates bibliographic functions into the
digital library itself, so the user moves fluidly from viewing
citations, to reading documents, to finding more citations.

manually. What distinguishes our approach is the way the
rankings are used. Highly ranked documents are highlighted in a
visualization that is stable enough that the reader can return to it
over and over again, seeing at a glance, for example, which
highly-ranked documents have yet to be read.
One approach to the sub-task of keeping track of what has already
been read is suggested by Hill et al. [10], and another is suggested
by Dumais et al. [6]. In the former work, an analogy is made to a
physical artifact whose condition reflects the degree to which it
has been worn down by use, and the wear pattern is depicted
graphically in a part of the interface where that information is
most helpful. In the latter work, a uniform search and indexing
facility is provided for all documents of interest. The user's ability
to recognize items previously read is facilitated by presenting
graphically appropriate contextual cues to jog the user's memory.
In the present system, some of the same effect is achieved by
presenting a page thumbnail in the document icon, but our system
goes further by explicitly encoding the degree to which the
document has been read in the color of the icon, as will be
discussed in subsequent sections.

For the representation, storage, and retrieval aspects of managing
the collection of retrieved documents, as previously noted, we
have built on the UpLib system [11], which was specifically
designed to be extended. Many other systems have been proposed
for these tasks; several are reviewed in the Uplib paper.
Many previous systems have provided a spatial layout of
document icons. In some systems, the spatial layout is used to
reveal aspects of document meta-data for document collections,
including those generated by search. For example, the system of
Nowell et al. [15] lays out arrays of icons using graphical
properties including layout and color. The system of Shneiderman
et al. [22] organizes large collections of documents by combining
grid displays with hierarchical organization along axes with
controls for zooming on the grid. Rauber and Müller-Kögler’s
system [19] infers document genre from structural features and
displays documents as though grouped onto book shelves. Like
these systems, ours provides an automatic organization of
documents into a spatial layout using color and other properties to
show meta data. Our visualization differs in its use of a zoomable
user interface over a relatively stable layout of icons, so that users
can build up spatial memories of the collection over long time
periods, and in its emphasis on showing user-specific meta-data
(such as how much of the document has been read) that helps
guide reader through a long reading process.

3. DESIGN DESIDERATA
In this section, we describe first the design desiderata we apply to
tools that find and organize documents. Next we describe design
desiderata that we apply to tools for viewing and navigating the
documents that have been found.
The process of gathering materials for in-depth reading is
complicated by many practical issues. Some materials are
available on-line, others on paper, and still others are hard to find
at all. The interests of the reader evolve as reading proceeds. The
reader discovers new documents even before all of the initial
documents have been read. Some materials are available for a fee
and others are free. Documents vary in length and importance to
the topic. Errors may be present in documents and their citations.

Other previous systems provide ways for the user to arrange,
label, and color documents manually, both to aid re-reading and
as a way of thinking about them. Such spatial hypertext systems
include VIKI [12] and VKB [21]. Other systems, such as Data
Mountain [20], allow the documents to be laid out on a virtual
landscape. Still other systems have provided semi-automatic
ways to organize documents spatially. For example, the DLITE
[4] and Presto [5] systems provided a visual drag-and-drop user
interface to digital library services, including the display of search
results as a document icons displayed in an oval. The resulting
collection could then be manually adjusted. Our approach differs
by providing a relatively stable arrangement of the document
icons, and providing the user with help to track which documents
have been read, decide what to read next, and acquire new
documents from existing documents. However, we see the
approaches as complementary, and plan to combine manual
arrangement with zooming, stable layouts, and user-specific metadata in future versions of our system.

As a result, it is neither possible nor desirable to completely
automate the processing of finding and organizing documents.
Any software tools must be interactive, allowing the user to
provide frequent guidance. For example, the user should be able
to decide which version of a document to include, whether to scan
in a version from paper, whether a given document should be
included or not, whether the rating of a document should be
changed to better reflect the user’s interest, whether or not to buy
an on-line copy of an expensive document, and whether or not to
correct a spelling error in a citation.
As we designed Instant Bookplex, we tried to strike a balance
between automating some of the process, while leaving the reader
in control. We have adopted these desiderata for tools that help
the user gather documents:

Deciding on which papers to read first can be regarded largely as
a recommendation problem. McNee et al. [14] propose applying
a collaborative filtering technique to the citation graph among
papers in a collection, making an analogy with social networks
among people. Woodruff et al. [24] also consider the citation
graph, and obtain recommendations by applying a spreading
activation technique to simple quadratic forms involving the
graph incidence matrix. While, future versions of our system may
use approaches like these to provide an initial ranking of
documents, in our current system, the user ranks documents

D1.
The user must have ultimate control over which
documents are or are not included in a bookplex.
D2.
Any data derived automatically from documents and
citations must be able to be discarded or revised by the user.
In designing the corpus visualization in our system, we focused on
two aspects of in-depth reading that distinguish it from other
kinds of reading: the greater number of documents and the longer
time periods. When many documents are involved, the reader has
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The extracted citations are then displayed for the user
in a Web form that allows the user to add to, delete
from, or change the information produced by data
extraction (in accordance with criterion D2). An
excerpt of a web form is shown in Figure 2. This
figure and all subsequent figures in this paper were
generated from running versions of our system.
In the web form, the user can read the citation list. If a
particular citation looks promising as a possible
addition to the bookplex, the user clicks the “find this
citation” button. Using a combination of search engines and
digital libraries UPLib tries to find a copy of the document. It
places the best URL that it found in the URL area below the
citation of interest. The user can visit the URL to see if it is the
correct document and to evaluate its relevance. If the document is
not correct, the user can search for a better one and place the
better URL into the URL field (again in accordance with D2). If
the document is correct and relevant the user may press the
“upload URL” button to add the document to the bookplex (in
accordance with D1).

Figure 2. Web form for editing extracted citations.
to be selective about which to read. Ideally, the selection process
will take into account the entire collection and the history of the
reading process. Furthermore, with many documents to read, the
user cannot spend much time or thought navigating from one
document to the next; transitions should be at least as quick and
easy as they would be for someone reading a group of paper
documents arrayed on a desk or conference table. Likewise, it
should be quick and easy to find a previously-viewed document.
Finally, when making sense of a large collection, it may be
necessary to divide the collection into groups, sub-groups, and so
forth so that the reader can consider the collection in chunks of
manageable size.

By repeating this process on other citations in the seed documents
and then on the citations in the cited documents, and so on, the
user can build up a bookplex of documents that are part of a
common citation graph. Note that this process is largely
automatic, while allowing the user to override elements of the
automatic process when necessary. As a result, an on-topic
document collection can be created more quickly or a larger
collection can be created in the same time than would be possible
without this process.

Because the process proceeds over long time periods, the reader
may not wish to rely on human memory alone to remember which
documents have been read nor to remember where to find the
highest quality document groups. On the other hand, the longer
time period means that the reader may be willing to invest time to
become familiar with a particular graphical presentation of the
document collection if that presentation can be used repeatedly to
aid the process. These considerations suggest these additional
desiderata:

The user has complete control over which documents get added to
the bookplex. All references can be added, some, or none. As a
result, the reader can ensure that the bookplex emphasizes
documents that are of interest and that it doesn’t grow too large.
In addition, the user can add documents found using other tools,
not only those that are part of the citation graph. Referencefollowing is just one way of growing the bookplex, albeit a way
that we have tried to make particularly convenient. The user can
also add documents from the Web, from digital libraries such as
the ACM Digital Library, from local file systems, or scanned in
from paper.

D3.
Visualizations of a bookplex should reveal information
at several levels of granularity, from individual documents to all
documents in the bookplex.
D4.
Transitions from document to document or from subcollection to sub-collection should require little time or effort.
D5.
Visualizations of a bookplex should be stable enough
and easy enough to navigate that the user can return to previouslyviewed documents and sub-collections using spatial memory.
In the next two sections, we present our design and show how it
follows these desiderata.

For each document added, the user can rate the document and
indicate how much of it has so far been read. This information is
used by the corpus visualization, which we describe next.

4. CREATING A BOOKPLEX
5. EXPLORING THE DOCUMENTS

Having identified a topic or information need, the user identifies a
small set of documents that are on topic and places them into the
UPLib personal digital library [11]. UPLib performs some initial
processing on the documents, including computing an anti-aliased
screen-resolution image (for on-screen reading) and a smaller
thumbnail image of each page of the document. UPLib also
associates a collection of metadata fields with the new document
and provides a Web interface for editing this metadata. Using this
Web interface, the user can mark the document as a seed
document, rank its importance, and indicate how much of the
document the user has read.

A user who has assembled a collection of documents will then
wish to view the collection and learn more about it. In particular,
the user may want to identify the important authors, years,
publications, and sub-topics of the collection. The user will also
want to decide which documents to read and in what order.
Finally, the user will want to read some of the documents.
In our system, both exploring the bookplex and reading individual
documents are done through a ZUI, called the corpus view.
Because it emphasizes different information depending on level of
zoom, we organize our description of the corpus view by zoom
level, describing first the most comprehensive view, next the most
detailed view, and finally the intermediate views.

Next, the user can ask UPLib to extract the citations from the
document’s references section. A data extraction algorithm runs
that finds the references section and the individual citations in it.
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operate well in a ZUI environment, as shown in Figure 4 and
described further below.

5.1 The Comprehensive View
The corpus view provides its most comprehensive picture of the
bookplex when it is zoomed out to show all of the documents in
the bookplex. An excerpt of a comprehensive view is shown in
Figure 3 for a bookplex of about 50 documents. In this view,
each document is represented by a small icon and a text fragment.
The document icons are sorted into categories and laid out in two
dimensions. Different colors indicate the rating of each document
and how much of it has been read. If the document is available in
the digital library, a thumbnail image of its first page is displayed
as part of the document icon.
Note that even in the
comprehensive view enough information about the first author
and date of the paper is given that it may be possible to identify it.
One exception is that there are two papers by Sutcliffe in the year
2000. The reader can distinguish these by zooming to this area of
the view, until more information is displayed about each article.

Figure 4. A TAT at different zoom levels.
When a TAT is viewed at different zoom scales, its area changes.
In order to preserve readability over a wide range of scales, the
text portion of a TAT utilizes semantic zooming. As the total area
of a TAT reduces in size, the font size of its text is held constant
and the text itself is pruned to fit the area. The TAT text is based
on structured citation metadata, so the semantic zooming
algorithm can choose from the fields of the citation which fields
(or portions of fields) to display at each scale.

Figure 3. Excerpt from a comprehensive view of a bookplex.

As shown in Figure 4, the maximum text supplied by the
algorithm is a full citation including authors, title, publication
name, volume, and date. When area is constrained, individual
fields are either truncated or omitted to shorten the text. For
example, authors are truncated first by including only last names,
and then by showing first author only. Titles are first displayed in
full, and are pruned by replacing certain less significant words
with ellipsis. Currently, a simple significance estimation heuristic
based upon word length is used. Year is pruned from a full fourdigit representation to a two-digit one. Publication name is
shortened by removing less informative words such as
“Proceedings”, “Conference”, and “International” or omitted
altogether. Volume, number, page numbers, and other fields are
simply omitted when area is constrained. A full citation is
semantically reduced in this fashion to a minimal representation
indicating primary author last name and publication year.

Clicking on an object in this view zooms the view so that the
selected object fills the corpus view window in the horizontal
direction. One can click on the background of the entire
collection (shown in white), on an entire citation, or on a
thumbnail image of a document to zoom in to these objects.
Clicking on the gray background zooms out to show the entire
corpus. Moving the mousewheel allows zooming to arbitrary
zoom levels. The resulting interface supports examining the
corpus at arbitrary granularities as required by D3.
Where possible, the zooming operations use animation so the user
can easily perceive the relative position of icons in the initial and
final views. These simple animated zooming operations support
rapid transitions as required by D4. Note that most of our
zooming operations automatically stop zooming once the selected
object fills a fixed fraction of the viewing area. As a result, it is
unlikely that a user would undershoot or overshoot a desired
target or get lost in the visualization.

The TAT text font size is maintained constant as zoom levels
vary, and across all TATs in a corpus. The effect is a uniform
readable text size over all TATs, as shown in Figure 3. However,
when all TATs in a corpus are at a scale sufficient to display full
citation text, any further enforcement of a fixed font size would
only result in increased white space within a TAT as the scale
increased. Therefore, at that point font size is allowed to vary and
is free to scale with the zoom scale. This allows for a more natural
look for TAT text portions when zoom scales are high.

5.2 Individual Documents - TATs
At all zoom levels, individual documents are displayed as icons.
Icons in the system are called TATs, containing Text and
Thumbnail views of documents. The text portion of a TAT
displays readable document metadata structured as a citation. The
thumbnail provides a view of the first page of the document,
which is displayed at low resolution when the TAT is small, for
efficiency, and at full readable resolution when the user zooms in.
Both the text and thumbnail portions of a TAT are designed to

The Thumbnail portion of each TAT captures an actual page of
the represented document. Multiple resolutions are utilized so that
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the thumbnail is rendered rapidly at low zoom scales and during
zooming, and can be rendered with detail at high zoom scales. At
low zoom factors, the thumbnail helps the reader identify the
document and its genre, as documents often contain distinctive
layout factors on their title pages. All thumbnail and page images
are computed at the time the document is added to the UpLib
repository, so the images for any document can be called up
quickly as the user navigates the corpus view.

to locate it, users can locate a TAT by its position in a page, its
relative position in a category, or its proximity to other TATs.
This layout strategy is advantageous because it maintains its
properties as a document corpus grows over time. Borrowing from
the metaphor of a reflowable document that changes the wrapping
of words but preserves their ordering, the layout can reflow TATs
as new ones are added to the corpus, but general location on a
page and within a category is largely preserved. Thus, like Data
Mountain [20], our system takes advantage of spatial memory, but
we allow some local movements of icons (within paragraphs) and
some stretching of the visualizing in the y direction (as paragraphs
grow taller) in order to allow for automatic adjustments to the
layout as new documents are added. The resulting visualization
provides a semi-stable workspace to support D5.

When zoomed in completely, users can read the document content
from the thumbnail (which then becomes less of a “thumbnail”
and more of a document viewer). In this case, the zoom factor is
chosen carefully so that the pixels of the page image map one-toone onto screen pixels, producing the highest image quality for
reading. The page image itself was computed earlier by the
UPLib system using careful image processing so as to produce
text that is readable on screen. Interactors are provided for
flipping through the pages of the documents backwards and
forwards, so the user can read the entire document. When the
user zooms out again, a thumbnail image of the current page is
displayed, which is not necessarily the title page, thus reminding
the user where reading left off. For example, in Figure 5 below,
the document page image for “Untangling text data mining”
shows page 7 of the document instead of the title page. The next
time the user zooms in to this document that same page will be
displayed so reading can resume without further page flipping.

6. IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the implementation of our three tools for
in-depth reading. We describe the reference extraction tool first,
then the document finding tool, and finally the corpus browser.

6.1 The Reference Extraction Tool
The reference extraction tool takes a document file and produces a
list of the references that are cited in that document. It first
decomposes the document format into a stand-off markup data
structure containing raw text and formatting information. The tool
then applies an analysis pipeline that segments the document into
sections, locates the reference section if it exists, and extracts the
actual references. Finally, the tool stores the resulting references
as metadata in UPLib associated with the citing document.

While annotation is not yet supported in the corpus view
document viewer, it will be soon. Annotation is an important
component of in-depth reading and provides an automatic way for
the system to gauge how much of a document has been read.
Other physical characteristics of a TAT are used to convey
additional document and corpus information. In our current
implementation, the background color of each TAT indicates
either the rating of each associated document or (as in Figure 3)
the number of links that must be followed in the citation graph to
arrive at the nearest seed document. The saturation of the color
shows whether the user has previously read that document or not.

Documents submitted may be in either PostScript or PDF format.
The tool uses a PDF parsing library based on the Multivalent
system from UC Berkeley [17] that constructs an in-memory tree
representation of the document (PostScript files are pre-converted
to PDF), and converts that representation into a more convenient
stand-off markup data structure. The stand-off markup provides
access to the raw text of the document, and enables queries to
retrieve annotations on spans of document text. Annotations
generated by the tool include physical attributes of the document
such as font type and size, paragraph breaks, page location, and
line indentations.

5.3 Groups of TATs
TATs can be grouped spatially in order to reveal category
structures in the bookplex. Some systems for organizing search
results [15][22] organize documents into a grid structure in order
to display two category axes simultaneously. One problem with
this approach is that some grid cells are inevitably more sparsely
filled than others, in which case significant amounts of screen
space are wasted. We solve that problem in this system by using a
layout idea borrowed from interactive document editors.
Document icons are organized into virtual “paragraphs” that share
a common width, but vary their height to accommodate a greater
or lesser number of icons.

The text and physical attributes of the document are used for
further analysis to detect higher-level constructs including
document sections and references as suggested by Giuffrida et. al
[8]. Document sections are detected by finding section headers.
First, all eligible section headers are identified, using criteria such
as single-line paragraphs, differences in font size, and the
existence of numerical prefixes. Candidate section headers are
then screened to form a single, consistent set of section headers.
Section breaks and headers are added to the stand-off markup data
structure as annotations.

In Figure 3, the documents are sorted into categories based on
date of publication. The algorithm treats TATs as “words” in
“paragraphs” representing discrete axis units or categories, e.g.
publication year, and are all organized onto pages that contain all
TATs in a corpus. Each of these paragraphs is labeled with a
section header. This layout provides a rich set of cues based on
ordering and categorization to support the relocation of
documents. That is, in addition to using information within a TAT

Once document sections are identified, the reference section is
identified by a set of heuristics that look closely at the last section
of the document, and for sections that are titled "References",
using the annotations generated by the previous stages. The
content of that section is then analyzed for references. A variety of
mechanisms are used to identify individual citations in the section
text, including identifying numbered lists, and analyzing the
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using a stop word list. Then several queries are
generated and sent to the search engine in decreasing
order of specificity. The first query looks for those
documents that contain all of the author last names,
that contain all of the non-common title words, and
that are in PDF format. If this query fails to find
acceptable documents, then additional queries are
sent that are less specific. For example, these
Figure 5. A group of TATs at an intermediate scale factor
queries may omit the author names (in case they
were misspelled in the citation), omit the nonmargins and indentations of the lines in the section for common
English
words
of the title (in case they resulted from OCR errors)
indentation patterns.
and allow formats other than PDF, such as PostScript and HTML.
The reference extractor is good enough to be useful, but
The top-rated documents found by the search engine are then
imperfect. For example, we ran the extractor on a set of 30 PDF
downloaded. Their text is extracted, together with formatting
documents selected at random from the ACM Digital Library. For
information such as bounding boxes of words, typeface changes,
60% of the documents the extractor finds the correct number of
font size changes, and page boundaries. Data extraction rules are
citations or is off by only one. For the remaining 40%, it makes
then used to find the actual title and author names, if available.
larger errors. Because the user can correct its output in UPLib’s
user interface, the desired bookplex can be created even in the
The extracted title, author names, and page count is then
presence of errors. However, we plan to improve the accuracy of
compared to the input citation and the closeness of match is
the extractor in the future, so that the user will have few
evaluated. For authors and title, the closeness of match is
corrections to make and can focus on the more important tasks of
computed using a Levenshtein edit distance algorithm that has
finding and reading relevant documents.
been modified to match the fields of the input citation to any substring of the corresponding field from the document being
Data extraction is not the only way to get bibliographic
evaluated. Thus an author name can be matched no matter where
information for scholarly documents; online digital libraries often
it appears in the list of authors, and a title can be matched even if
provide this information for published papers. However, we have
data extraction matches a region that includes more of the title
discovered several advantages to using data extraction instead.
page than just the title.
First, we can use it on unpublished papers, including papers we
are submitting for publication. Second, we can use it on any
published paper, even if that paper is not indexed in a particular
online digital library. Third, it works even if our favorite online
library is slow or unavailable.

Like the reference extraction tool, the document finding tool is
usable but imperfect. For example, when we run this tool on all
18 citations in the seed document of Figure 3, it finds useful
URLs for 28% of the citations. This tool will find a greater
percentage of documents in the future. For example, it will be
extended to download documents directly from online libraries,
where permission is given. However, it will probably never find
as many of the documents as a skilled human user, who can try
more search strategies, pay for material that is not free, provide
passwords to members-only repositories, and scan in paper
documents. As a result, we will retain and extend facilities that
allow the user to provide documents in addition to facilities that
find them automatically. We also plan to provide the user with a
list of places to look for a document, when that document is not
found automatically, to accelerate manual search.

6.2 The Document Finding Tool
The document finding tool takes a citation as input and tries to
find a copy of the cited document on the Internet. One way to do
this would be to build robots that extract information from online
libraries, such as CiteSeer, the ACM Digital Library, or PubMed.
We rejected this approach because each online repository has a
limited offering of documents, and we wanted a tool that was
flexible enough to find scholarly documents on virtually any
topic.
Instead, we built a system that mimics human strategies for
finding documents on the Internet. In particular, this tool begins
with a citation and parses it into data fields, such as author names,
title, and year of publication. Using these data fields, it constructs
a set of queries on a general-purpose search engine. It then
downloads the documents found by the search engine and
examines each to determine its actual title, authors, and page
count. It compares this extracted information with the citation
fields for each document found. Finally, it produces as output the
URLs of any documents that match the desired citation to within a
small error tolerance.

6.3 Corpus Browser
In this section we report on three aspects of the corpus browser:
its zoomable user interface, the semantic zooming technique used
to compress citation text, and enforcement of a common font size.

6.3.1 Zoomable user interface

As described above, this tool can be run from a web form in the
UPLib digital library, so the user can apply it interactively to any
citation on the web form, or to all of them at once.

The corpus browser is implemented in Java on top of the Piccolo
graphics toolkit from the University of Maryland [2]. Piccolo is a
good match for this application, as it supports both the zooming
needed to show the document corpus at different levels of detail
and also the ability to display varying object representations,
including different document page images and different citation
text strings, at different zoom levels.

The process of constructing search engine queries begins by
parsing the input citation into fields and extracting the author last
names and the title. Common words are removed from the title

Navigation operations in the two-dimensional workspace of
document icons may be triggered by positioning the cursor in the
space and clicking the right mouse button. If the mouse clicks on
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a document icon (TAT) inside a rectangle that contains citation
text, on a document thumbnail, or on a page of TATs, the whole
space is zoomed until the indicated object is zoomed to nearly fill
the width of the browser window and to be centered in it.

example, the first six elements of this array might be: A1, Y1,
A2, A3, A4, and T1, where Y1 comes from the year of publication
component, and T1 comes from the title component. This array
would indicate that the shortest textual variant contains only A1.
The next shortest contains A1 and Y1. The third text variant
contains A2 and Y1 (since A2 replaces A1). Continuing in this
way, the sixth variant contains A4, Y1, and T1, meaning that it
will contain the 4th shortest string of author names, the shortest
year of publication string, and the shortest title string.

The change in position and size of the workspace is animated,
using a built-in slow-in-slow-out animation technique that starts
slow, accelerates to a constant velocity in the middle of the
motion, and then decelerates to a stop at the end. These types of
viewpoint animations have been shown to help users build mental
maps of spatial information [3].

The third component type indicates the order in which the text
fields will be displayed. In our system, the author string precedes
the title string, which precedes the year of publication string.

6.3.2 Semantic zooming of citation text
Whenever a TAT is drawn on the screen, it decides what
information to show based on the current scale factor. In our
implementation, we distinguish between four ranges of scale
factor: full size, compression needed, small width, and small
height. In each range, a different computation is used to
determine the appearance of the TAT text.

6.3.3 Enforcement of common font size
When implemented in the most straightforward way, the rules for
determining the text appearance of TATs will result in different
TATs displaying text in different font sizes. This follows because
a scale factor that is large enough to show the entire citation text
in one TAT, may force the citation text to be compressed in a
different TAT (e.g., one with a longer citation). The resulting
display appears inconsistent and draws the eye towards TATs with
larger font sizes independent of their actual importance.

In the full size range, there is more than enough height and width
in the text rectangle to fit the full citation text. So, an increased
font size can be used when displaying the text. In the
compression needed range, there is plenty of height in the text
rectangle for one or more lines of text, and there is enough
horizontal space for some version of the citation text, but there is
not enough horizontal space for the full citation; in this case
semantic zooming is used to compress the citation text. In the
small width range, there is still enough height for one or more
characters in a readable font, but there is not enough horizontal
space to include the shortest version of the citation that semantic
zooming produces; in this case the shortest version of the citation
is truncated as needed by removing its rightmost characters.
Finally, in the small height range, the height of the text rectangle
is too small to contain any text of the desired font size. In this
case, we compute the text as in the small width range and then
shrink the font size, even though this makes the text less readable.

To solve this problem, the corpus view coordinates display across
TATs, so that a single font size is used across the entire display.
The coordination is performed once all of the TATs are known, by
computing the minimum scale factor at which all TATs can
display at least two text characters and the minimum scale factor
at which all TATs can display their full citation text. Individual
TATs then refrain from adopting a larger font until the scale factor
is large enough to allow all TATs to use the same larger font.

7. DISCUSSION
Our goal is to improve people’s ability to do in-depth reading
over what is possible with traditional processes both paper and
electronic. Our technologies achieve this goal in two ways: by
reducing the time needed to perform some of the steps in the
process and by eliminating some steps altogether. In particular,
they reduce the time needed to:

In our current implementation, the citation text of each TAT has
as many as 20 semantic zoom levels, each with a different number
of text characters. With this many text lengths to choose from, the
semantic zooming algorithm can do a good job of adjusting the
amount of citation text to display at each zoom factor. For
example, Figure 5 shows a group of four TATs with different
levels of semantic zoom. Some show the title in full; in others it
is abbreviated. One shows all authors names in full, one shows
last names only, and two show only the first author’s last name.
The algorithm that generates text variants could potentially be
complicated. We wanted it to reflect our intuitions about which
parts of a citation are more important and which are less important
to show at each zoom level. To keep the code simple and flexible,
we decomposed the text variant generator into components of
three types. The first type generates one of the fields of the
citation at a fixed number of lengths. For example, the
AUTHORS component generates the authors field of a citation at
six levels, call them A1-A6. A1 shows the first three letters of the
first author’s last name, A2 shows five letters, A3 seven letters,
A4 all letters, A5 shows the last names of all authors, and A6
shows the full names of all authors.

•

find a document once its citation has been located;

•

locate the most important documents and document
patches to read next;

•

transfer attention from one document to another; and

•

keep track of which documents have been read.

Instant Bookplex also eliminates the need to:
•

create a personal bibliography as a separate step.

Next, we consider each of these five design consequences.
Finding documents from citations. People who read scholarly
papers often encounter citations at the end of a paper that look
interesting. At such times the reader must make a difficult
decision. Is it worth the time to find a copy of the paper? If many
interesting citations have been found, which should be obtained
first? Once some papers have been obtained, which should
receive a more thorough reading first? By providing automated
tools that extract the reference list from the end of a document and

The second component type is an array that indicates how each of
the 20 semantic zoom levels differs from the previous level. For
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then locate on-line copies of the corresponding papers, Instant
Bookplex reduces the time readers spend obtaining cited works,
and so makes it more likely that the reader will find the most
relevant papers.

of its importance, information about how to find the document,
and so on. As more documents are found, keeping a bibliography
up to date is a chore. Our work on Instant Bookplex suggests that
personal bibliographies will become unnecessary. Citation
information can be captured directly from the documents
themselves. Notes, ratings, and information for finding the
document can be stored as metadata on a personal library object
that represents each document. In essence a personal digital
library can serve as a bibliography in addition to its other roles.
The result is a savings of work for the reader and a bibliography
that stays in synch with the contents of the document corpus,
because the bibliography and the corpus are one and the same.

Which documents and document patches to read next. While online document indices like CiteSeer provide an excellent view of
the documents in the immediate citation neighborhood of a given
document, they do not provide a picture of the larger set of
documents on a given topic. The reader must piece together this
view manually by submitting multiple queries and combining the
results. The decision of which documents to read first, if it is to
be made properly, should be based on identifying the best
documents that have been found across all queries.

Not only does this synergy save work, but the function of both the
bibliography and the digital library are enhanced. The digital
library can display information that would ordinarily be in the
bibliography (citations, ratings, information about what has and
hasn’t been read) to help the user navigate the corpus.
Conversely, as a user reads through the documents in the digital
library, the bibliography information is automatically updated to
reflect the state of the user’s reading and any ratings or notes that
the user expresses while reading (e.g. by making annotations).

By gathering all of the documents found on a topic into a single
personal corpus, Instant Bookplex automates the work of
combining results. By providing a zoomable corpus view that
graphically distinguishes the highest-rated documents, Instant
Bookplex makes it possible to see at a glance which patches of
documents deserve attention first.
Moving from document to document. Modern document tools
have made it easier to view several documents in sequence. Click
on a link in a Web browser and an application window opens to
view a document. Click on another link and a second application
window shows a second document. The reader can then move
back and forth between the documents using window system
operations. However, as the number of documents grows, it
becomes hard to find a desired document in a long list of similar
icons. Getting from one document to another may involve
manipulating several different windows, including viewing
applications and Web browsers. The reading applications often
do not remember which page was being read when the document
was last opened, so the reader must find the page anew.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have described the design for a document corpus browser that
addresses some of the issues of supporting a reader during indepth reading tasks that involve viewing many documents over an
extended period of time. By combining automatic citationfollowing with interaction, our system automates some of the
tasks of building a topic-based document collection while leaving
the user in control. By combining a ZUI, a document layout
metaphor, and semantic text zooming, we have created a
document corpus browser that allows documents to be seen in the
context of related documents, allows rapid transition between
documents, and takes advantage of human spatial memory to help
the reader become familiar with a document corpus.

In our corpus viewer, moving from document to document is just
a matter of zooming out and zooming in. Furthermore, with
spatial cues, color cues, and semantically-zoomed text cues, the
user rapidly re-finds previously-viewed documents. Finally, the
viewer leaves documents open to the last page that was viewed, so
the reader can take up reading where he or she left off.

We have described how this design solves five problems
associated with in-depth reading that result from having to
manage a large number of documents over an extended period of
time. We have presented five design desiderata that express our
desire to keep the user in control and to take advantage of human
capabilities such as the ability to track motion and to form spatial
memories. Finally, we have discussed the ways in which this
system can save work during in-depth reading both by reducing
the time needed for individual reading tasks and by eliminating
the need for a separate bibliography.

Which documents have been read. Anyone engaged in in-depth
reading must track which documents have been read (and to what
extent) and which are unread. This information may be kept in
the reader’s head, as annotations on a copy of each document, or
as check marks on a personal bibliography, for example.
However, none of these information forms are of much help in
finding the most important unread documents.
By using
distinctive graphics (such as colors with a distinctive combination
of hue and saturation), our corpus view makes it possible to see at
a glance where to find the important unread documents. Because
this information is displayed as part of a layout that reveals other
information about the documents as well, such as their
categorization along one or more metadata axes, the reader can
also find important categories of highly ranked unread documents.

9. FUTURE WORK
Our work so far has shown that practical tools can be built to help
users assemble a document corpus based on a citation graph and
track reading progress through the resulting corpus. However, we
are planning improvements to all three of the components.
We plan to improve the algorithms used by the reference
extraction tool for pulling out citations from technical papers. We
will also augment the user interface of this tool, so that the user
can more easily recover from common errors in data extraction.
We plan to speed up the document finding tool by having it focus
on the most promising URLs first. This tool will also be
improved to give the user more information about the desired

No need for a separate bibliography. Traditionally, people
performing in-depth reading construct a personal bibliography of
documents to be read. This bibliography is a document in its own
right, containing both citation information about documents and
other information, including notes about each document, a rating
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document, even if the document itself cannot be found. Finally,
the corpus view will be extended to provide a more complete
reading experience with support for annotation of documents, and
highlighted full text search results across the entire corpus.
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